Abstract-We have developed and tested several new designs of GEM detectors with micropattern electrodes manufactured by microelectronic technology. In one design, the inner layer of the detector's electrode consists of thin metallic strips and the outer layer is made of a resistive grid manufactured by a screen printing technology. In other designs, the electrodes were made of metallic strips fed by HV via micro-resistors manufactured by a screen printing technology. Due to these features, the new detectors have several important advantages over conventional GEMs or ordinary thick GEMs. For example, the resistive grid (in the first design) and the screen printed resistors (in other designs) limited the current in case of discharges thus making these detectors intrinsically sparkprotected.
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Abstract-We have developed and tested several new designs of GEM detectors with micropattern electrodes manufactured by microelectronic technology. In one design, the inner layer of the detector's electrode consists of thin metallic strips and the outer layer is made of a resistive grid manufactured by a screen printing technology. In other designs, the electrodes were made of metallic strips fed by HV via micro-resistors manufactured by a screen printing technology. Due to these features, the new detectors have several important advantages over conventional GEMs or ordinary thick GEMs. For example, the resistive grid (in the first design) and the screen printed resistors (in other designs) limited the current in case of discharges thus making these detectors intrinsically sparkprotected.
We will here describe our tests with the photosensitive versions of these detectors (coated with CsI layers) and the efforts of implementing them in several applications. In particular, we will focus on our activity towards the ALICE RICH detector upgrade and on tests of simplified prototypes of cryogenic dark matter detectors.
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I. INTRODUCTION
H OLE-TYPE gaseous multipliers [1] - [4] due to their unique properties offer new possibilities in the detection of photons and charged particles. The most commonly used hole-type detector today is the so-called Gas Electron Multiplier (GEM) [3] . It is accepted in several large-scale experiments at CERN and elsewhere. However, in spite of its great success, the GEM as any other micropattern detector, is a rather fragile device and can be easily damaged by sparks developing at high gains of operation.
The origin of these breakdowns is today well understood. In the case of the poor quality detectors, the discharges are triggered by the presence of microdefects: sharp edges, micro-particles remaining after the production both inside and outside the holes, dirty spots (which are often semiconductive) and so on. In good quality detectors, the breakdowns appear when the total charge in the avalanche reaches some critical value:
where is the maximum achievable gas gain and is the number of primary electrons created by the radiation in the active gas volume of the detector. Note that a similar limit was empirically established quite a long time ago by H. Raether [5] for parallel-plate avalanche chambers and is respectively called the "Raether limit". However, it was recently discovered [6] that a modified Raether limit applies for every micropattern detectors: GEMs, MICROMEGAS and others. Thus in the case of the detection of single electrons the can be as high as . However, in the case of the detection of radiations producing primary electrons the maximum achievable gain will be reduced. For example, in the case of the detection of x-rays form a radioactive source (each photon creates electrons), the maximum achievable gain will be and in the case of alpha particles the maximum sustainable gains will be below . Hence, if one uses GEMs at gains of for the detection of single photoelectrons, any radioactive background creating primary electrons will trigger breakdowns. Therefore unfortunately, sparks are unavoidable at high gain operations. Of course, the GEM community learns how to cope with the sparking problems: they use segmented GEM (to reduce the detector's capacitance), several GEMs operating in cascade (due to the diffusion effect [7] the value of the increases) and spark-protected electronics. However, the experience in running the GEM-based PHENIX Hadron blind detector indicates that in spite all efforts the GEMs can still be damaged by sparks [8] . This is why we recently suggested a different approach: spark-proof GEMs with resistive electrodes instead of traditional metallic ones, which we called RETGEM [9] , [10] . At low gas gain and low counting rates this detector operate as a usual GEM, however in the case of high gain operations, high counting rates or sparking this detector is more resembling RPCs, for example it is intrinsically spark protected.
We recently introduced a new advanced design of the RETGEM, which combines two approaches: a spark protecting resistive layer and the high segmentation of electrodes allowing one to reduce the capacitance contributing to the discharge power [11] . In this work we present results of comparative studies of several versions of such detectors with the main focus on their possible applications as single electron detectors. In particular we were interested in investigating the feasibility of their application to RICH and dark matter noble liquid detectors requiring single or a few electrons per event detection.
II. DETECTOR DESIGNS AND EXPERMENTAL SETUPS
Three spark-protected GEMs designs were developed and studied in this work. The design of the first detector, called the S-RETGEM, is described in a recent preprint [11] . It has double-layered micropattern electrodes: an inner layer consisting of thin metallic strips and an outer layer comprised of resistive grids manufactured by a screen printing technology on the top of metallic strips. The resistive layers make the detector intrinsically spark-protected. Fig. 1 shows a magnified photography of this detector on which one can see the metallic strips with holes inside and a resistive grid on top of them. In a peripheral region of this detector metallic pads where manufactured to which amplifiers can be connected or a high voltage applied.
The second detector's design was a modified "thick GEM"-THGEM (see [4] , [12] , [13] ). In this design both electrodes consisted of parallel metallic strips each of them containing one row of holes (see Fig. 2 ). The strip width was 0.7 mm, the hole's diameter was 0.5 mm and their pitch was of 0.8 mm; the detector's thickness was 1 mm and its active area of . The strips on one sides of the detector were oriented perpendicular to those located on the opposite side. Each strip was fed by the HV via separate micro-resistors manufactured by a screen printing technology. Such a design (we called it a "strip THGEM" or S-THGEM) even if the strips were not coated with the resistive layers, allows to considerably reduce the sparking energy (due to their low capacitance and resistivity); in this way occasional sparking does not damage the detector.
A similar concept was used in the third design: it has the same geometry as standard GEMs (the hole's diameter was , the pitch , the detector's thickness and the active area ), but with electrodes made of metallic strips manufactured by a photolithographic technology on the Kapton surface (we called it S-GEM). For simplicity each strip (1 mm in width) contained seven rows of holes (see Fig. 3 ). As in the previous design, each strip was connected to the HV electrode via micro-resistors manufactured by a screen printing technology (see Fig. 4 ). Strips on the opposite sides of the S-GEM were oriented perpendicular to each other.
In several comparative studies small ( active area) RETGEMs with resistive Kapton electrodes (similar to those described in [9] ) were used. Usually such RETGEMs have higher qualities than screen printed ones allowing one to achieve almost ten times higher gas gains. One of our new Kapton RETGEM prototypes had also metallic strips manufactured in between the holes on the top of the resistive Kapton electrodes.
Two experimental setups were used in this work. One was dedicated to the study of the strip hole-type detectors for RICH applications whereas the second one was used to study their operation at cryogenic temperatures.
The schematic drawing of the first experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5 . It consists of a gas chamber with a window, inside which any of the mentioned above detectors can be installed, a monochromator combined with a Hg lamp and a gas system allowing to pump the chamber or flush it with various gases: Ne, Ar or mixtures of Ne with . In all tests we used detectors for which cathodes were coated with CsI layers ( thick). In this setup we could measure either the photocurrent from various electrodes, in order to evaluate the gas gain and the photoelectron collection efficiency or the charge signals produced by the avalanches.
The procedure followed to measure the quantum efficiency measurements is described in [14] , [15] .
The second experimental set up is shown in Fig. 6 . It consists of a specially designed gas chamber allowing the cooling to cryogenic temperature to take place as well as being pumped or flushed with various gases. Inside the gas chamber a single or double (operating in a cascade mode) hole-type detector can be installed.
In the case of low temperature tests the detector was placed inside the dewar filled with liquid nitrogen (78 K) or a mixture of dry ice with alcohol or alcohol with .
III. RESULTS
The use of strip-type spark-protective GEMs can be attractive in many applications. As an example, we will present in this paper the results of some studies oriented to their application to RICH and dark-matter noble liquid detectors. [16] ). Because VHMPID modules are far away from the collision point the flux of charged particles in the region of the VHMPID is rather low and this allows using holetype gaseous multipliers with resistive electrodes or resistive strips.
A. Test Oriented to RICH Applications
In the framework of the ALICE experiment at LHC, it has been proposed to build a Very High Momentum Particle Identification Detector (VHMPID) with the aim to upgrade the current ALICE layout [16] . The VHMPID should be able to identify, on a track-by-track basis, protons up to 26 GeV/c enabling to study the leading particles composition in jets (correlated with the and/or energies deposited in the electromagnetic calorimeter).
Due to the very limited free space available now in the ALICE detector, the VHMPID will be composed by several small modules (see Fig. 7 ). The design of the VHMPID module which is presently under study is shown in Fig. 8 . It will be a focusing-type RICH de- tector with a gaseous radiator ( or ). The key element of the VHMPID design is a compact planar photodetector. Simulations show that it should have a few mm position resolution and at least 12% quantum efficiency at 185 nm [17] . Because the main task of the VHMPID photodetector will be to detect single photoelectrons produced by Cherenkov radiation, it should operate at a gas gain above and thus it will have an elevated risk of sparking. This is why an efficient spark protection of the photodetector is absolutely necessary. Therefore, one of the attractive candidates for the VHMPID photodetector could be a CsI coated hole-type structure protected either with a resistive layer or with in-situ resistors.
In order to choose the most suitable detector for the VHMPID, we performed comparative studies of hole-type detectors described in paragraph II using the setup shown in Fig. 5 . In particular, we have measured their maximum achievable gas gains, quantum efficiency and photoelectron collection efficiency. Fig. 9 shows the gain versus voltage curves measured with a S-RETGEM for two polarities of the electric field in the drift region: a negative one and a positive one (inversed polarity) [11] . The inversion of the electric field in the drift region allows to suppress the contribution of the natural radioactivity and to additionally increase the maximum achievable gains (see the introduction and (1). Note that the reversed-field method has already been successfully implemented in cascaded-GEM photon detectors with reflective CsI photocathodes, to suppress charged-particle background in high energy physics experiments [18] , [19] .
From Fig. 9 one can see that at every polarity of the electric field in the drift region, the gas gain achieved in Ne is an order of magnitude higher than in Ar-based gases. Note that in Ar-based mixtures the operational voltages were considerably higher that in Ne. Thus we can conclude that probably breakdowns in the Ar-based mixtures are mainly triggered by the hole imperfections while in Ne-filled detector the Raether limit could be reached. Fig. 10 shows gain versus voltage curves measured with a S-THGEM. One can see that in the case of the detection of the UV light, the detector can operate at gains up to . We attribute these much higher achievable gain than in the case of S-RETGEM to better quality of production of THGEM compared to the screen printed S-RETGEM. Indeed, it was already observed in [10] that the maximum achievable gains of the RETGEMs manufactured by the screen printing technology are lower than gains achieved with RETGEMs whose electrodes were made of resistive Kapton. One also can see that in Ar the maximum gains achieved in the presence of source were only , which is consistent with the Raether limit for this gas (see formula 1).
Gains achieved with S-GEMs are shown in Fig. 11 . As one can see, the maximum sustainable gains of our present S-GEM prototypes were relatively low, typically a few hundred. This can also be attributed to the low production quality of the S-GEMs. However, one should take into account that in general the maximum achievable gain of GEMs is usually times lower than those of THGEMs or Kapton RETGEMs [12] . Thus it looks that S-RETGEM and S-THGEM will be more appropriate detectors for VHMPID.
Since it was observed that the polarity of the drift voltage may affect the maximum achievable gain of some detectors especially when operating in Ne (see for example Fig. 9 ), we performed measurements of the signal amplitudes from the anode of the strip hole-type detectors (at the given voltage across the detector ) as a function of the . The obtained results were as follows.
Typically, at low values of the the anode signal sharply depended on (as an example, see the curve with triangles shown in Fig. 12) , however with the increase of the the dependence on the drift voltage became weaker and weaker (see curves with square symbols presented in Figs. 12 and 13 ). Thus at high gas gains the shape of the gain versus voltage curves were not sensitive anymore to the drift voltage probably indicating that due to the increasing contribution of a dipole-type electric filed created near the holes, all photoelectrons extracted from the CsI photocathode were drifted to the holes, efficiently penetrated into the holes (independently of the ), multiplied there and finally collected an the anode electrodes. Of course, this dipole field (and consequently the photoelectron collection efficiency to the S-THGEM holes) depends on the detector geometry: its thickness, diameter of holes, their pitch and the strips width. For example, in the case of the 0.4 thick THGEM a much sharper dependence on was observed [13] . To confirm our results, in the next set of experiments, we measured the photoelectron collection efficiency and quantum efficiency of S-RETGEM and S-THGEM.
Results obtained with both of these detectors were identical so for simplicity we will present below only the experimental data for the S-THGEM. Fig. 14 shows photocurrents (produced by a Hg lamp) measured on the drift's electrode (see Fig. 5 ) as a function of the under conditions when the chamber was pumped or filled with various gases. In the case of vacuum, the photocurrent reached saturated value at . In the gas however, due to the well known back diffusion effect [22] , the photocurrent rather slowly increased with the . For example, in the case of Ne, the photocurrent reached of the vacuum level at indicating that only 50% of photoelectrons were extracted from the CsI photocathode at this particular voltage. In mixtures of Ne with the extraction efficiency was higher:
for and for at . The quantum efficiency of the T-GEM can be defined as: (2) where is the quantum efficiency of its CsI photocathode measured in the vacuum at a wavelength is the extraction efficiency in the gas and is the collection efficiency of the extracted photoelectrons in detector's holes.
The was evaluated with respect to the quantum efficiency of the TMAE vapors as it was already done in and Ne + 25%CH .The sharp current rise at V > 650 V in Ne is due to the electroluminescence effect. These results confirm measurements reported in [21] . [15] . For the same geometrical arrangement of the light source and the detectors:
where is a photocurrent value in the reference TMAE detector. Calculations from formula (3) show that the measured current (see Fig. 14) corresponds to the at 185 nm and respectively photocurrent values: 0.5 nA, 0.6 nA and 0.7 nA-measured in Ne, and correspond to quantum efficiency values of 8.9% ,10.7% and , 12.4%.
Because depends on and , we also performed quantum efficiency measurements at high gas gains (in this case in counting mode -see [14] for details). The results obtained at in Ne, and were the following: the quantum efficiencies were 12.3%, 13.8% and 14.7% respectively.
As one can see, the quantum efficiencies measured in the counting mode were typically 20-30% higher than values obtained form the current measurements. This is probably due to the fact that at high the electric field on the top detector's electrode may reach values of [13] and at such high electric field the coefficient k may approach the value close to unity. The main conclusion from these studies is that S-THGEMs and S-RETGEMs could be promising candidates for the VHMPID: they can operate at high gas gains and have sufficiently high quantum efficiency.
B. Test Oriented for Dark Matter Detectors
At present, several groups are considering the use of holetype gaseous multipliers (GEMs, THGEMs) for the detection of the UV light and primary electrons produced by recoils in noble liquid dark matter detectors (see for example [23] and references therein). Most of early studied were focus to demonstrate that with cascaded GEMs operating in cooled noble gases one can detect charges produced by X-rays in these gases or extracted from the noble liquids (see [24] and references therein). The aim of our series of works (see for example [25] - [28] and references therein) was to investigate if hole-type gaseous multipliers coated with CsI layer also operate stably at cryogenic temperatures and can be used for the detection of scintillation light. It was demonstrated that CsI coated GEMs, capillary plates as well as THGEMs have high quantum efficiencies at cryogenic temperatures for the UV photons and thus can replace expensive photomultipliers usually used in cryogenic TPCs for the detection of the scintillation light.
Recently the Novosibirsk group confirmed our results obtained with CsI coated GEMs [29] and also confirmed that a THGEM is a very robust detector capable of operating stably at cryogenic temperatures up to 78 K [23] . This group also investigated the operation of the old version of the screen-printed resistive GEM (described in [10] ) and fully confirmed our results obtained with this detector at room temperature [23] . However, in their experiments at the detector failed to operate properly presumably du to the LAr condensation within the resistive GEM holes. Indeed, under the warming-up conditions, when LAr evaporated from the holes, the detector begun operate with some gas gain.
Our own studies of this old design of the screen-printed resistive GEM additionally revel that in Ne at 77 K some charging up effect appears.
Because the detectors described in this paper have improved designs (strips instead of conventional unsegmented electrodes so the avalanche charge is collected near the hole where the avalanche happened) or in some cases were made of a different material (resistive Kapton instead of screen-printed coating), their behavior at low temperatures is expected to be more stable. Our preliminary measurements performed with the setup shown in Fig. 6 , fully support this assumption. Figs. 15 and 16 show gain curves measured for S-THGEM at 300 K and 88 K and for S-RETGEM in Ne and Ar at 300 K, 165 K and 78 K. In Fig. 17 results are presented of the stability measurements at these temperatures. It is evident that the S-RETGEM does not exhibit any strong charging up effect. Similar stability was observed with the S-THGEM. A brief test was done with the Kapton RETGEM; some results of gain measurements are presented in Fig. 18 . In contrast to the screen printed RETGEM (tested in [23] ) it also exhibited a rather stable operation-see Fig. 19 .
Thus preliminary measurements indicate that all these detector designs could be attractive for noble liquid dark matter detectors. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Hole-type detectors with strip electrodes have several advantages over conventional designs:
1) Due to the low strip capacitance, the energy released in the sparks is lower than in traditional designs of GEM-like detectors (with unsegmented electrodes). Resistive layers (or in-situ resistors) allow additional strong suppression of the spark's energy to take place. 2) The strip design offers the possibility of taking position information directly from the strips [11] , which could be a convenient option in some applications. 3) In the case of localized defects which triggers breakdowns, the corresponding strip can be disconnected so the detector may remains in an operational condition. 4) Because the strip hole-type detectors can reliably operate at high gas gains and have sufficiently high quantum efficiencies, they can be attractive candidates for the ALICE VHMPID. 5) Preliminary measurements indicate that strip hole-type detectors allow rather stable operation at cryogenic temperatures and thus also can be useful in such applications as dark matter detectors or noble liquid TPCs. This is why we believe that strip hole-type detectors may have a great future.
